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And in Other News… 
 

 April 2020: The Ongoing Global Power Grab 
  

 Shaun Willcock 
 

(The previous article on this subject is entitled March 2020: The Month They Shut Down the World 

and Killed Our Freedoms). 

 

______________________________________ 

 

Was the Virus Created to Destroy Trump?  No, But They’ll Use It 
 

  Let’s just lay to rest this fool theory that the coronavirus was created to bring down Donald Trump.  

Such a theory is based on the myth that Trump (and by extension, the Trump Administration) is the 

single greatest threat to world Communism in existence.  That bubble needs to be pricked.  He isn’t.  

America is not good, moral, anti-Communist, or “Christian”, as so many Americans (and others) 

fondly imagine.  Its government is a swamp of evil, involved in some very, very bad stuff all over the 

world.  People in many other countries (and this writer is one of them) have experienced what the US 

government did to their own countries, in actually supporting Communist terror groups to come to 

power.  It sold out Rhodesia and South Africa to Communism, Iran to Islamic fanaticism, and many 

other countries.  There are no grounds for any simplistic “America good, China bad” attitude.   

  There is much more to the world than America and its president.  He is not a messiah, he is not a 

knight in shining armour who is going to save the world.  And although it may be difficult for many 

Americans and others worldwide to believe, the world doesn’t actually revolve around America.  

America is a superpower, but it’s certainly not the only one.   

  President Trump appears to be trying hard in many ways, and is actually doing a whole lot of good 

things for America.  He is very smart in some ways – but sadly also very foolish and blind in others: 

for example, he is led by the nose by a female Charismatic heretic (Paula White) who whispers lies and 

unbiblical nonsense in his ear; his vice-president is what is known as an “evangelical Roman Catholic” 

(a contradiction in terms); and he is surrounded by very deceitful, dishonest people who will stop at 

nothing to accomplish their objectives.   

 

  Having said that, however, there can be no doubt that  the liberals and Communists in America are 

using the coronavirus panic to weaken Trump in his own country, their hope being that he will not last 

his term or, if he does, that he will not be re-elected.  The virus was not released with the purpose of 

bringing down Trump, but the liberals, Socialists and Marxists do not let a crisis go to waste, and they 

were quick to see the mileage they could get out of this: 

  “Trump was sucker punched with this pandemic, thrown a curve ball by the leftist mainstream media 

and the Democrat Party, who demanded that he take action to prevent this disease and find a 

Coronavirus vaccine.  At first, President Trump advised calm, rightly pointing out that the common flu 

in America averages between 27,000 and 70,000 deaths annually.  However, it was too late for calm 

and rational thinking.  The leftist mainstream media had already caused a public frenzy.... Realizing 

that this tidal wave of hysteria and panic over Coronavirus could not be stopped, President Trump took 

swift action and created the Coronavirus Task Force and declared a national emergency on March 13, 

2020.”1  Even though what Trump did was unnecessary from a health standpoint, it made him look like 

he was dealing with the issue, and the Communists’ plan to weaken him backfired. 

  But the one-worlders are not giving up in seeking to use the virus panic to weaken or destroy Trump.  

For example, an anti-Trump article was recently published in Foreign Affairs.2  This is the journal of 

the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), which is sometimes called “America’s Secret Government”, 
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and for good reason.  The CFR is a branch of the internationalist Illuminati, which in turn is 

manipulated, from even deeper in the shadows, by the Jesuit Order.   

 

Using the Panic to Push for World Government 
 

  As stated in my previous article, the Jesuit/Illuminati/Globalist forces are making use of this 

worldwide panic to push for world government, or for various facets of their agenda to reach this goal 

ultimately.  This virus is an engineered event, and is being used either to cause the present world order 

to collapse so that a new world order can be created, or for a practice run for such a collapse at a later 

stage.  Time will tell which one it is.  What is certain is that markets are collapsing, and financial 

instability and panic is spreading very rapidly across the earth.  

  Their agenda is simple, and can be summed up in these few words: Order out of chaos.  This is how 

the Jesuit/Illuminati/Globalist forces have always operated.  In order to refashion the world in their 

own image, they first create chaos via a manufactured “crisis”, then they step in to “fix” it – and the 

world, panic-stricken because of the chaos, welcomes their solutions with open arms.  Although their 

solutions always involve the erosion of freedoms and the growth of State power, authority and control, 

the frightened masses don’t care.  When there is a real or perceived crisis, they willingly accept 

centralised State control over their lives in everything. 

  Their motto is: Never let a good crisis go to waste. 

   

  In the US, the Democratic and Republican Parties are nothing but Tweedledum and Tweedledee.  The 

Republican Party is not a conservative party, it always promotes pretty much the same Socialist agenda 

as the Democratic Party, only more slowly and cautiously so as not to alarm the people.  But the 

Democratic Party is openly liberal/Socialist/Marxist, and is pushing for world government with all its 

might.  In March a top Democratic leader, James Clyburn, told colleagues the party should use the 

coronavirus issue to advance their political agenda.  He said the crisis is “a tremendous opportunity to 

restructure things to fit our vision”.3  Restructure things to fit our vision.  He spoke as if the 

coronaphobia was handed to them on a plate.  Well, actually, it was. 

 

  Then came this gem from former British prime minister, Gordon Brown – hardly a shining example 

of how to run a single country, let alone the whole world: he said we need a world government to 

tackle the coronavirus “pandemic”! 

  “This is not something that can be dealt with in one country,” he said.  “There has to be a co-

ordinated global response.”  And this, he insisted, means a form of global government – at least 

temporarily (oh, sure – as if, once it’s in place, it will ever be removed!).  He was calling on world 

leaders to form a coalition, a task force, to “make sure the efforts of central banks were coordinated; 

take steps to prevent the record flight of capital from emerging market economies; and agree to a joint 

approach to the use of government spending to boost growth”.4 

  He was not the only one.  “Globalist organizations led by the World Federalists are leading the 

charge... They believe the coronavirus can be exploited to get the nations of the world united behind 

the push for ‘another, better path for humanity.’”5   To many, the World Federalists are small and 

inconsequential, but they have counted some very influential personalities in their numbers, and have 

had the backing of globalist elites such as the Clintons and George Soros.  And now they think the time 

is ripe for a global body to rule the world.  A draft of their declaration states: “Far quicker than most of 

us could have imagined, a world-encompassing health crisis... has shaken the global order to its core.... 

no longer can we behave as if our current institutions are sufficient to secure our future.... To meet 

growing demands, a revitalized UN system would need a reliable source of funding.”  It called for 

consideration of proposals for an international carbon tax, a fossil fuel consumption tax, a global tax on 

select mineral resource extraction or usage, a minimum international corporate tax, a financial 

transaction tax, etc.  “A global tax body to enforce these options should also be considered.” Amazing 

how these globalists are always scheming to part ordinary people from their hard-earned money, to 

finance their evil schemes. 
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  Next, the United Nations itself called for an international response to the virus outbreak that would 

spend “at least 10% of global gross domestic product.”6  A global tax! 

  “There is no time to lose,” it said, “in mounting the most robust, cooperative health response the 

world has ever seen.”  It said its COVID-19 plan could “defeat the virus and build a better world.”  Ah, 

but that world would be in the image of the one-worlders, and the world’s citizens would pay for it 

with a global tax. 

  According to UN secretary general Antonio Guterres, the virus is “the greatest test that we have faced 

together since the formation of the United Nations.”  What a lie!  But most of the world has fallen for 

it. 

 

  And so, with one third of the world under lockdown, effectively under house arrest in many countries, 

the internationalist forces behind the scenes are able to do what they could not do in normal times.  The 

powers now in the hands of so many governments are sweeping and draconian, and they could increase 

even more.  What we may yet see, as they make maximum use of this “crisis”, are some or all of the 

following dictatorial actions: 

 * Huge Socialist Police State control over every aspect of life; 

 * Massive internet restrictions to destroy freedom of speech and freedom of information; 

 * Severe restrictions on religious freedom; 

 * Moves towards a global cashless currency; 

 * The establishment of digital identification for all people worldwide (no, this will not be the “mark of 

the beast” as Futurists may imagine, for this is not what the prophecy in Rev. 13 is all about – but it’s 

still a very, very dangerous thing); 

 * Total restrictions on movement, indefinitely; 

 * Such financial sufferings and hardships that citizens are totally dependent on their governments for 

money, food, and everything else; 

 * A global tax;  

 * Moves towards a world government;  

 *A worldwide mandatory vaccine. 

 

In South Africa, the Communist Government Uses the Panic to Increase 

the Police State  
 

  South Africa’s government put the country into a military-style lockdown for 21 days, with police 

and the army patrolling the streets to force everyone to comply.  “There came warnings of fines and 

jail sentences, and a long list of regulations and prohibitions that would be enforced by both the police 

and the military for the duration.  All large gatherings were to be banned, along with non-essential 

movement.  Shopping centres would be closed, with the exception of grocery stores and pharmacies.... 

[Police minister] Cele appeared to enjoy himself, alarming a frightened nation.  ‘There shall be no food 

at restaurants,’ he warned. ‘You buy food from these outlets and go and cook at home, so there is no 

need to be on the road.  There is no need to move around.  There was a little bit of a story earlier that 

you can walk your dogs.  There shall be no dogs that will be walked”.7 

 

  “A few hours before the lockdown came into effect, [President] Ramaphosa addressed SANDF 

troops.... ‘Go out and have the best of missions,’ he told them.  ‘This is a mercy mission...’  How much 

better it would have been if those words had been directed at doctors, nurses and emergency workers – 

and not soldiers.  As it is, Ramaphosa did himself no favours by turning up in camouflage.”8 

  Ramaphosa told the soldiers: “There are those who will want to take chances.  Nudge them in the 

right direction.  Tell them they are challenging the state, they are challenging the president.”9  These 

are the words of a dictator.  And this being Africa, incidents of brutality on the part of the military 

showed up almost immediately, as soldiers went out and – in obedience to Ramaphosa – “nudged” the 

people, Africa-style: 
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  “Only a few days into the lockdown... far too many members of the police, military and other law 

enforcement agencies have seized upon the lack of proper oversight over their actions to unleash a 

wave of terror in communities throughout the country.  Mere hours after the lockdown came into effect 

on 27 March, videos started circulating on social media showing heavily armed soldiers and police 

frogmarching and forcing civilians to do push-ups.  This quickly escalated into security forces beating 

up and assaulting people in the street.  Next, video recordings showed police pointing guns at people 

even while they were inside their own yards.”  “Security forces have already abused hundreds and 

allegedly murdered at least one person just four days into the lockdown, and this situation could spiral 

out of control before the end of the 21-day period.”10 

  “On Tuesday [31st March], the amaBhungane Centre for Investigative Journalism published an 

important account of how police officers were using sjamboks [whips] and force to keep people inside.  

Essentially, they were using physical violence to keep people off the streets.  So far, the response from 

the government does not give the impression that officials are particularly concerned about this.... On 

Tuesday morning, spokesman for the SANDF [Defence Force], Siphiwe Dlamini, first appeared to 

give the impression that this was not a serious issue.  Interviewed on SAfm, he was asked if the law 

allowed soldiers to force citizens to perform exercises.  He seemed to laugh, before saying he did not 

know [he’s the Defence Force spokesman! – S.W.].  The answer, of course, is obvious.  Soldiers do not 

have the right, the power or the privilege to do this.”... 

  “Unfortunately, from that interview, it appears Dlamini gave the impression that the law does not 

matter, but Twitter does.  He said the fact that many people on Twitter (and no doubt, talk radio) 

approved of the soldiers’ actions justified what they had done.”11  What?  If we now live in a world 

where the government governs according to Twitter, we are in far more of a black hole than anything 

the coronavirus could possibly do to us. 

  

  At the same time, the ANC government saw a golden opportunity to continue with its radical anti-

white policy, by stating that it would provide financial relief only to black-owned businesses affected 

by the virus!  AfriForum, a civil rights organisation, condemned this blatant discrimination against a 

portion of the South African population.  Kallie Kriel, AfriForum’s CEO, correctly branded the 

government’s attempt to use the coronavirus outbreak to reward discrimination against minorities as 

racist and immoral.  He said, “The government’s continued attack on white people and businesses in 

the country in these uncertain times is unacceptable.  The President continuously states that everyone 

in the country should stand together to fight against the virus.  Yet now the ANC Government wants to 

abuse the virus to fight against white people.  AfriForum will oppose this racist policy with all our 

might.”12 

  Indeed so.  Ramaphosa and his cabinet insist that all South Africans must work together to overcome 

the virus, yet his government punishes white South Africans by essentially denying them financial 

relief, brought about by the government’s misguided policy of locking down the entire country.  And 

yet the SA constitution claims all citizens are equal.  The ANC constantly whines on and on about the 

apartheid policy which discriminated against blacks, but constantly enforces its own apartheid policy 

of racial discrimination in reverse. 

  Kriel said: “All the companies that are impacted by this pandemic contribute to the economy and 

create employment – directly or indirectly – in a country where it is desperately needed.  Need doesn’t 

discriminate, and neither should government.”13  But of course, this is a Communist government 

comprised of black Marxists and ex-terrorists, so this is not surprising. 

 

Freedom of Religion Threatened in Various Places (Along with All 

Other Freedoms) 
 

  As the world ground to a halt, freedoms disappeared.  Freedom of association was destroyed, and 

freedom of movement.  Media freedom disappeared in places where governments ordered their people 

to only propagate what the government said about the virus, nothing else.  And religious freedom is 

under grave threat as well – a particular danger for Christians. 
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  For example, in South Africa religious services have been banned.  In the US the mayor of New York 

City, Bill de Blasio, said that if religious organisations do not stop holding services during the 

coronavirus “pandemic”, he may force them to close – “permanently”.14  As for China itself, where all 

this started, the authorities banned all online preaching, and ordered all home worship meetings to be 

“eradicated.”15 

  It is obvious that churches are being deliberately targeted in various parts of the world. 

 

Greens and Reds Love the Virus 
 

  There are radical Greens out there who are evil enough to hope that the coronavirus will kill off many 

people, thereby “saving Planet Earth”.  This is the extreme to which radical environmentalists gravitate 

because of their ideology.   

  The revoltingly liberal and stupid CNN lauded what it called the “unintended benefit” of blue skies 

and “good quality air days” because factories and streets were empty across China’s Hubei province.  

And the equally worthless USA Today had this headline: “Could the coronavirus actually be saving 

lives in some parts of the world because of reduced pollution?”  According to Marshall Burke of 

Stanford University, the answer is yes.  He wrote that “the reductions in air pollution in China caused 

by this economic disruption likely saved 20 times more lives in China than have currently been lost 

due to infection with the virus in that country.”16  People reading this nonsense just assume it’s true 

because, after all, “he’s from Stanford.”  But there is simply no way he is able to know this with any 

degree of certainty. 

 

  A radical feminist Communist, Sophie Lewis, who describes herself as “a freelance writer interested 

in queer communism, based in Philadelphia”, wrote an article for a far-left publication funded in part 

by super-Socialist and one-worlder George Soros, in which she stated that one good thing which could 

come from the coronavirus “pandemic” could be the total elimination of the family unit!  She stated: 

“We deserve better than the family.  And the time of corona is an excellent time to practice abolishing 

it.”17  Such evil is simply breathtaking, but she is not alone in these loony left doctrines – such people 

hate the family unit and want to see it destroyed.  For the family is the God-created unit upon which 

civilisation itself is built – and these people want a new world, where the State replaces the parents and 

controls the lives of all, especially children. 

  Lewis wrote, “the private family qua mode of social reproduction still, frankly, sucks”, for the family 

“genders, nationalizes and races us” (these people can’t even use English correctly, and they expect us 

to trust them to have the solutions to the world’s problems?)  “It norms us for productive work.  It 

makes us believe we are ‘individuals.’” Here’s news for this woman: we are individuals.  We are not 

merely statistics for the State to manipulate.  It would be too easy to dismiss such rantings as the 

fevered productions of unhinged minds, but they are calculated assaults.  And they are listened to and 

believed by millions today.   

  No wonder the world is falling apart. 

 

  And then we have Barack Obama’s own version of leftist lunacy. 

  The Socialist/Communist, Islam-loving former US president just couldn’t help himself, we suppose.  

He just had to connect the virus to one of his pet myths – “climate change” – even though those not 

inhabiting the Obama parallel universe would see any connection at all.  He claimed the virus was a 

result of denials about so-called “man-made climate change”!  “We’ve seen all too terribly the 

consequences of those who denied warnings of a pandemic.  We can’t afford any more consequences 

of climate denial.”18   

  No comment needed. 

 

Voices of Dissent Ignored  
 

  As I have been saying from the very beginning, this is a storm in a teacup, a deliberately-orchestrated 
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global panic over something that is only life-threatening to a minuscule number of the world’s 

population.  Even if millions eventually fall ill, only a small percentage of those millions will actually 

die. 

  Various expert voices have been raised against the whole thing – but, as with issues like the myth of 

“climate change”, the liberal and Socialist-dominated media pays no attention to voices of reason, and 

continues to propagate the lie that this is a threat to humanity’s very existence. 

 

  A top Israeli virologist, Professor Jihad Bishara, urged world leaders to calm their citizens, saying 

people were being whipped up into unnecessary panic.  Bishara, a director of the Infectious Disease 

Unit at Petah Tikvah’s Beilinson Hospital, said that the virus is not airborne; most infected people will 

recover without even knowing they were sick; and the global panic is unnecessary and exaggerated.  

 “I’ve been in this business for 30 years,” he said.  “I’ve been through MERS, SARS, Ebola, the first 

Gulf war and the second, and I don’t recall anything like this.  There’s unnecessary, exaggerated panic.  

We have to calm people down.  People are thinking that there’s a kind of virus, it’s in the air, it’s going 

to attack every one of us, and whoever is attacked is going to die.  That’s not the way it is at all.  It’s 

not in the air.  Not everyone [who is infected] dies; most of them will get better and won’t even know 

they were sick, or will have a bit of mucus.”  He added, “we’re talking about a virus that is not 

airborne.  Infection is via droplet transmission.... Only if you are close to someone who has the virus, 

and you get the saliva when he sneezes or coughs, can you get ill.”19 

   But has anyone paid any attention to scientists such as this man?  No.  They continue to swallow the 

“official” line.  

 

  In late March a study from Harvard University and the University of Hong Kong found that the 

coronavirus might have a lower fatality rate than originally suggested.  According to the World Health 

Organisation’, 3.4% would die from the virus; but this study stated that only 1.4% of people who 

contracted the virus in Wuhan, China – the epicentre of the disease – died from it.  “As of 29 February 

2020 there were 79,394 confirmed cases and 2,838 deaths from COVID-19 in mainland China.  Of 

these, 48,557 cases and 2,169 deaths occurred in the epicenter, Wuhan,” the paper’s abstract read.  

Older patients in Wuhan had an estimated 2.7% risk of dying from the virus, and for those between 15 

and 64 the estimated risk of death was only 0.5%.20 

  But of course, the world in panic continues to trust the United Nations and other globalists for their 

information. 

 

  Information contradicting the “official” line keeps appearing – but then either disappears or is 

swamped by other, more sensational stuff on the virus.  All this deliberate. 

  In late March Neil Ferguson, the scientist and lead author of a study by the Imperial College of 

London which was cited by the White House, Downing Street and other governments in their decisions 

to impose lockdowns, drastically lowered the death estimate.  The initial study, which was published 

on the 16th March, estimated that 2.2 million Americans and 500 000 Britons could die.  But later in 

March Ferguson testified to a parliamentary committee that the UK death toll was unlikely to exceed 

20 000, and could even be much lower.  Furthermore, over half of that number would have died 

anyway by the end of the year, because of their age and underlying illnesses, he said.21 

  For comparison, an average of 29000 people in the UK die every year of the flu and related 

complications.  

  But Ferguson’s testimony received very little attention.   

 

  Knut Wittkowski, Ph.D., former head of the Department of Biostatistics, Epidemiology and Research 

Design at the Rockefeller University in New York City, stated that mass quarantine is only prolonging 

the virus, and that it could be exterminated within weeks if people were allowed to lead normal lives 

and the vulnerable were sheltered until the virus passes.22  He explained that the only thing which stops 

respiratory diseases is herd immunity.  And herd immunity occurs when a large percentage of a 

population becomes immune to the infectious disease, which stops its spread.  “About 80% of the 
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people need to have had contact with the virus,” he said, “and the majority of them won’t even have 

recognized that they were infected, or they had very, very mild symptoms, especially if they are 

children.  So, it’s very important to keep the schools open and kids mingling to spread the virus to get 

herd immunity as fast as possible.”  He added that the standard cycle of respiratory diseases is two 

weeks, after which “it’s gone.”   

  Even with “social distancing”, he said, the virus finds ways to spread.  “You cannot stop the spread of 

a respiratory disease within a family, and you cannot stop it from spreading with neighbors, with 

people who are delivering, who are physicians – anybody.  People are social, and even in times of 

social distancing, they have contacts; and any of those contacts could spread the disease,” he said. 

  Wittkowski added: “it will go on forever unless we let it go.” 

  It remains to be seen whether the sensible advice of scientists like this man will be heeded.  So far, 

men like him are drowned out by radical ideologues and the panic-stricken cries of the mob. 

 

  The coronavirus is nowhere near as deadly as all kinds of other things we take for granted in our lives 

every day.  We don’t shut down the world because of these things.  Yes, people are dying from the 

virus – just as people die from innumerable other causes every day.  Truly, death is a part of life!  And 

the numbers of those dying from the virus are very, very small compared with other causes of death. 

Worldwide, from 1st January 1 through to 25th March of this year:23 

 Deaths from seasonal flu: 113 000; 

 Deaths from malaria: 228 000; 

 Deaths in traffic accidents: almost 314 000; 

 Alcohol-related deaths: 581 000; 

 Deaths from cancer: 1 909 000; 

 Deaths attributed to starvation: 2 382 000; 

 Deaths by abortion: 9 900 000. 

 

  But deaths caused by the coronavirus during this same period?  21 000. 

 

Roman Catholicism’s Response 
 

  For some light relief, a few amusing facts relating to the Roman Catholic system.  In South Africa, 

some Romish dioceses issued directives for their followers during the period of Lent (this was before 

the government shut down religious gatherings completely).  Including in their guidelines were the 

following:24 

 * Remove “holy water” from fonts.  The archdiocese of Durban advised to drain and refresh the water 

more frequently.  But wait a moment: this is not ordinary water, according to Rome, it’s “holy” water!  

How could holy water harm someone?  Surely if the god of Romanism has supposedly made it “holy”, 

there’s nothing to fear from it?  Clearly their faith only goes so far. 

 * Suspend the distribution of what Rome calls “the Precious Blood”.  This refers to the wine in the 

mass which, so Romanists are led to believe by the official teaching of their religion, has been 

miraculously changed from wine into the actual blood of Christ by the consecration of the priest.  Well 

then, if it’s no longer wine but the blood of the Son of God, where’s the danger to their physical health 

in drinking it?  If the priest can perform such an almighty miracle as changing wine into blood – and 

not just any blood, but the blood of the Son of God as they believe – surely no virus will be passed on 

to anyone partaking of it! 

 * Hand sanitisers to be available before and after the Romish “Communion” for priests and all those 

who assist with the distribution.  Again we ask: why?  Why are they so afraid?  They have just 

distributed what they believe to be the actual body of Christ, not bread anymore.  Surely then, they are 

safe?  Would Christ’s body (if it was His body) be contaminated? 
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The Implications for the World After This is Over 
 

  This “may be the greatest financial/economic crisis/panic since the 1929 crash and Great Depression 

that followed.  The biggest, most massively over-leveraged financial bubble in all of world history was 

just waiting for something to burst the bubble (the pin prick or puncture) – and the CV19 pandemic 

was that Black Swan (random) event.  The financial avalanche has begun, and it appears that this is 

just the beginning of what could be the greatest financial pain most of us have ever seen – pain that 

could last for years (or even decades).... 

  “We are now entering a period of financial crisis that will change the world for a long time – possibly 

decades.... the global financial system is now collapsing in the mother of all financial crises.  As in 

every financial crisis or panic, the US Fed and central banks all over the world are responding by 

printing trillions of dollars of new liquidity in just the past few weeks..... The trillions in new liquidity 

are not stopping the panic – it is like pushing on a string, but, if continued, the printing of tens of 

trillions out of thin air could trigger a giant hyperinflation.  The last time this happened was October 

1929 – Panic is now spreading (almost overnight) all over the world.  In 1929, it took three years for 

the stock market to drop 90%.  With today’s insane leverage, it could happen much faster – a 90% 

decline in a year or so is very possible...”25 

 

  In South Africa the government declared it illegal to disseminate what it deemed to be “fake news” 

about the coronavirus, i.e. any news not approved by the government itself: “in a move that made 

international headlines, [South Africa’s] government promulgated its first criminal prohibition on fake 

news.  In short, any person who publishes any statement with the intention to deceive any other person 

about Covid-19, a person’s infectious status or government measures to address Covid-19 commits an 

offence.”  But this government action was in itself criminal,26 for it eliminated freedom of expression 

and information in a single stroke.  This is extremely dangerous, for “a law that allows those in power 

to silence critics or those with unpopular opinions, is ripe for abuse”.27  Yet so frightened was society 

in general that there was only a very muted response to this blatant abuse of power.   

  But the even greater danger lies in this: if the government can do this once, it can do it again.  And 

again and again.  Having removed the freedoms of the citizens, will they ever be restored to what they 

were before?  Unlikely.  The awesome powers the State has granted to itself will be worth retaining as 

far as the State is concerned.  And so freedom is eroded piece by piece, and like the proverbial frog in 

a slowly boiling pan, the people just accept the new state of things as now the new norm.  They shrug 

and move on.  

 

  As things stand now, Red China – and Russia – are likely to emerge even stronger than before 

through this global panic.  Russia, by over-producing cheap oil, is driving American oil producers out 

of business.  It will dominate the oil markets on the other side of the coronavirus panic, which will 

enable it to exert massive pressure on Europe.  China, meanwhile, will control much more of the stock 

market, and will be able to hold the West to ransom as never before, since it produces so much of what 

the West relies on.   

 

What to Do, Personally 
 

 * Have cash on hand.  Not only for your day to day needs, but because banks are going to be in huge 

trouble (many already are) and there could be massive bank runs.  ATMs could easily be frozen.  Have 

enough cash in hand to last a few months if possible. 

 * Get out of the stock market.   

 * If possible, convert a portion of any savings you have into physical gold.  Gold has always been the 

ultimate safe haven, and will continue to rise as it has been doing, in this time of world crisis.  With a 

physical gold shortage developing rapidly, gold will rise in value. 

 * Have stocks of food, water and other essentials on hand.  This should have been done even before 

this present crisis hit, but better late than never – buy whatever you can and store it. 
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 * You may not be able to move around now, but when (if) this is over, get out of cities if you possibly 

can.  They have always been far more dangerous than small towns, and will be even more so from now 

on. 

 

This Lockdown was Unnecessary 
 

  This complete shutdown of all normal life and activity was unnecessary, it will prove futile, and it is 

draconian in the extreme.  No elected government has the legal authority to bring daily life of all the 

citizens to a complete standstill, just because they decide to!  This is not what the citizens elect them to 

do.  They are to be civil servants, answerable to those who elected them and who pay their salaries.  

They were not elected to confine us all to our homes under what amounts to a virtual house arrest.  

They were not elected so that they can tell us whether or not we may go to the shops, to a park, to the 

beach, or anywhere else.   

  Mankind has faced viruses, plagues, pestilences, diseases, wars and depressions many times in its 

history – and yet the people still went to work, and went about their daily lives!  The world doesn’t 

stop spinning when a small proportion of the population gets sick.  Life has to go on.  What 

governments are now doing, they can do again and again in the future.  Are the citizens of all the 

world’s countries going to be shut up in their houses every time a disease comes along?  If that’s the 

case, mankind is in big, big trouble.   

  The following is a very apt: “There are calculated risks in all activities.  We can outlaw motorcycles 

and we will save lives.  We can outlaw automobiles and save even more lives.  We can all stay indoors 

and save even more lives.  But life is not worth living if every activity is safe and we don’t have the 

freedom to dream, to dare, to take risks and conquer our fears.”28   

  Just being alive contains risks.  Every single day we all take risks.  In some places just getting out of 

bed can be risky.  Go to work in your car and you risk serious injury or death on the roads.  Go out 

fishing on a weekend and you risk injury.  Why do you do these things if they can be risky?  You do 

them because you are willing to take the risk so as to live.  People think security is all-important.  It is 

not.  Freedom is a far more precious commodity than security. 

 

Is This the End of Freedom and the Beginning of Slavery? 
 

  I do not know.  It is one of two things, however: “The entire globalist agenda may be fulfilled with 

just this one fake flu event.  The economic destruction will be blamed on the coronavirus, and not the 

Fed, the banking system, and the political class that caused it.  Even if the full takeover of society is 

not complete at this time, all the control measures to keep the entire population in line will have been 

put into place and will remain in place.  At any and every opportunity, another threat can be created, 

and the state will have all the tools available to reign [sic] in the public sector, and mandate behavior.  

This is called serfdom”.29 

  As I said, it is one of two things.  Either this is it – this is the Big One, the thing the globalists use to 

take control of the world; or (as I believe more likely) this is a practice run.  The tools are indeed now 

in place, and they will not be removed when this is over.  We will have far less freedom than the little 

we had before.  And at any time in the future the screws can tighten again.   

  Only the next time, it will be even worse. 

April 2020 

 

 

Shaun Willcock is a minister, author and researcher.  He runs Bible Based Ministries.  For other 

articles (which may be downloaded and printed), as well as details about his books, audio 

messages, pamphlets, etc., please visit the Bible Based Ministries website; or write to the address 

below.  If you would like to be on Bible Based Ministries’ email list, to receive all future articles, 

please send your details.  
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RELATED MATERIALS by Shaun Willcock, freely available on our website: 
 

Preparing for Social Crises (MP3 or CD format) (Stock No. 151) 

This sermon deals with the need for believers to be prepared for troubles ahead.  It lays out biblical 

principles, and practical steps to take. 

 

How to Analyse the Media, and Which Sources to Trust (pamphlet) 

How to sort out the true from the false in the media, and how to find reliable sources of information. 

 

Bible Prophecy Speaks of the Papacy: Part Two – The Papacy vs. Other Institutions Seeking World 

Control (pamphlet) 

Although the Illuminati, Communism, Islam, etc., are also seeking world control, Bible prophecy 

focuses only on the Papacy: this is the most powerful and influential of all) 
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